
Neural networks
Deep learning - deep autoencoder
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Topics: deep autoencoder
• Pre-training can be used to initialize a deep autoencoder
‣ This is an example of a situation 

where underfitting is an issue
- perhaps surprisingly, pre-training 

initializes the optimization problem 
in a region with better local optima 
of training objective

‣ Each RBM used to initialize
parameters both in encoder
and decoder (‘‘unrolling’’)

‣ Better optimization algorithms
can also help
- Deep learning via Hessian-free 

optimization. James Martens, 2010 From Hinton and Salakhutdinov, Science, 2006
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Topics: deep autoencoder
• Can be used to reduce the dimensionality of the data
‣ will have better reconstruction than a single layer network (i.e. PCA)

From Hinton and Salakhutdinov, Science, 2006

Original data

Deep autoencoder
reconstruction

PCA reconstruction
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Topics: deep autoencoder
• If we reduce to 2D, we can visualize the data (e.g. a collection 

of document)

From Hinton and Salakhutdinov, Science, 2006

adjusting the weights and biases to lower the
energy of that image and to raise the energy of
similar, Bconfabulated[ images that the network
would prefer to the real data. Given a training
image, the binary state hj of each feature de-
tector j is set to 1 with probability s(bj !P

iviwij), where s(x) is the logistic function
1/E1 ! exp (–x)^, bj is the bias of j, vi is the
state of pixel i, and wij is the weight between i
and j. Once binary states have been chosen for
the hidden units, a Bconfabulation[ is produced
by setting each vi to 1 with probability s(bi !P

jhjwij), where bi is the bias of i. The states of

the hidden units are then updated once more so
that they represent features of the confabula-
tion. The change in a weight is given by

Dwij 0 e
!
bvihjÀdata j bvihjÀrecon
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where e is a learning rate, bvihjÀdata is the
fraction of times that the pixel i and feature
detector j are on together when the feature
detectors are being driven by data, and
bvihjÀrecon is the corresponding fraction for
confabulations. A simplified version of the

same learning rule is used for the biases. The
learning works well even though it is not
exactly following the gradient of the log
probability of the training data (6).

A single layer of binary features is not the
best way to model the structure in a set of im-
ages. After learning one layer of feature de-
tectors, we can treat their activities—when they
are being driven by the data—as data for
learning a second layer of features. The first
layer of feature detectors then become the
visible units for learning the next RBM. This
layer-by-layer learning can be repeated as many

Fig. 3. (A) The two-
dimensional codes for 500
digits of each class produced
by taking the first two prin-
cipal components of all
60,000 training images.
(B) The two-dimensional
codes found by a 784-
1000-500-250-2 autoen-
coder. For an alternative
visualization, see (8).

Fig. 4. (A) The fraction of
retrieved documents in the
same class as the query when
a query document from the
test set is used to retrieve other
test set documents, averaged
over all 402,207 possible que-
ries. (B) The codes produced
by two-dimensional LSA. (C)
The codes produced by a 2000-
500-250-125-2 autoencoder.
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